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Evaporation-driven self-organization of sol–gel dip-coating films

Hiroaki UCHIYAMA³

Department of Chemistry and Materials Engineering, Kansai University,
3–3–35 Yamate-cho, Suita, Osaka 564–8680, Japan

In this review, we discuss the spontaneous pattern formation of solgel dip coating films induced by solvent evaporation, as a
novel patterning technique. Linearly arranged striations and cell-like patterns were obtained upon withdrawing the substrate
from the coating solution at increasing withdrawal rates. Such highly ordered micropatterns formed by the BénardMarangoni
convection mechanism triggered by solvent evaporation. In contrast, dip-coating at rates below 1.0 cmmin¹1 generated periodic
stripe patterns arranged on the surface of the films that were perpendicular to the substrate withdrawal direction. Such a
formation design was attributed to the onset of capillary flow of the coating solution at the meniscus induced by solvent
evaporation.
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1. Introduction

Spontaneous pattern formation through self-assembly and self-
organization is a practically important and genuinely interesting
phenomenon for many researchers in various technological and
scientific fields. Spontaneous assembly and organization of
molecules, colloids, or particles result in unique and sophisticated
micro- and nanopatterns. Many studies have focused on self-
assembly and self-organization as alternative fabrication proc-
esses for generating highly ordered patterns in thin film mate-
rials.1)14) Honeycomb patterns in polymer films were realized by
casting polymer solutions under humid conditions.1)4) Periodic
stripe patterns were achieved by controlling the wrinkling of the
surface of metallic,5),6) organic,7),8) and organicinorganic hybrid
films.9),10) Ordered web-like structures consisting of diblock
copolymers were obtained through two consecutive self-assem-
bly processes at different length scales.11) Such micron- and
nano-patterned films prepared via self-assembly and self-organ-
ization have great potentials for practical applications such as
electronics, photonics, and biology.
Solgel coating techniques are widely used for preparing inor-

ganic and organicinorganic hybrid films.15),16) The synthesis
process generally involves the preparation of precursor sols via
the hydrolysis and condensation of metal alkoxides, the deposi-
tion of amorphous gel films on substrates, and the drying and
heating of the gel films. During the deposition process, solvent
evaporation from the coating layer occurs, and often involves con-
vective flows of the solutions on the substrate. Such a mechanism
results in gel films with uneven thicknesses and rough surfaces.
Furthermore, such an evaporation-driven convective flow mech-
anism operating in solgel coating films has been investigated
by several approaches, as exemplified. Birnie et al. investigated
the coating thickness defects on solgel spin-coating films. The
striation defects resulted from the BénardMarangoni convection
mechanism induced by solvent evaporation.17)20) Grosso et al.

prepared solgel films by dip-coating using extreme conditions
(e.g., ultralow or fast substrate withdrawal speeds and high
evaporation rates). The thickness of the dip-coating films prepared
using considerably low substrate withdrawal speeds below 0.01
mms¹1 (0.06 cmmin¹1) increased with decreasing substrate with-
drawal speeds. Such a phenomenon was caused by the onset of
capillary flow of the coating solution induced by solvent evapo-
ration at the edge of the meniscus.21),22) Such thickness variations
and surface roughening triggered by solvent evaporation are
regarded as a self-organization process. Thorough understanding
of the evaporation-driven convective flow during coating would
enable the development of novel patterning techniques for
producing periodic surface patterns on solgel coating films.
This review describes novel self-organization techniques

of solgel dip-coating films based on evaporation-driven con-
vective flow mechanism. First, spontaneous pattern formation
induced by BénardMarangoni convection is demonstrated.
Secondly, evaporation-driven pattern formation during low-speed
dip-coating is discussed.

2. Evaluation method of surface patterns

Microscopic observation was made on the thin films using
an optical microscope (KH-1300, HiROX, Tokyo, Japan). Two-
(2D) and three-dimensional (3D) surface profile of the thin films
was measured using a contact probe surface profilometer (SE-
3500K31, Kosaka Laboratory, Tokyo, Japan). The measurement
was conducted at the center of the thin films.
Surface roughness parameters, RZ (ten point height of irreg-

ularities) and S (mean spacing of local peaks) were calculated
from the 2D profile (The definitions of RZ and S are shown in
Fig. 1). RZ and S represent the height and spacing, respectively,
of the surface patterns.
Film thickness was measured by the surface profilometer (The

definitions of the thickness are shown in Fig. 1). A part of the
thin film was scraped off with a surgical knife immediately after
the film deposition, and the level difference between the coated
part and the scraped part was measured after drying or heating of
gel films.
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3. Spontaneous pattern formation induced
by Bénard–Marangoni convection

3.1 Spontaneous formation of cell-like patterns
induced by Bénard–Marangoni convection

The BénardMarangoni convection is schematically shown
in Fig. 2. Solvent evaporation from liquid layers often induces
a thermal or a compositional gradient on the surface, causing
a local increase in surface tension.23)28) The surface tension in-
homogeneity leads to convective flows, i.e., BénardMarangoni
convection, resulting in the formation of cell-like patterns on the
surface (i.e., Bénard cell). The BénardMarangoni convection
can be characterized by the Marangoni number, Ma, which is a
measure of the occurrence tendency of convection, as described
below:23),29)

Ma ¼ �ð@£=@T ÞH2rT
®¡

ð1Þ

Ma ¼ �ð@£=@CÞH2rC
®D

ð2Þ

where ∂£/∂T is the temperature derivative of the surface tension,
rT is the temperature gradient near the solution surface, ∂£/∂C
is the concentration derivative of the surface tension, rC is
the compositional gradient near the solution surface, H is the
thickness of the solution layer, D is the mass diffusivity of the
component, and ® and ¡ are the viscosity and thermal diffusivity
of the solution, respectively. Equation (1) is used when the
temperature gradient dominates the Marangoni effect, whereas
Eq. (2) is employed when the concentration gradient is the main
driving force. Generally, BénardMarangoni convection occurs
when Ma is high; Ma increases with increasing thermal or com-
positional gradients near the solution surface, increasing thick-
nesses of the solution layer, and decreasing solution viscosities,
as shown in Eqs. (1) and (2).
BénardMarangoni convection is known as one of the impor-

tant factors contributing to the thickness variation and surface
roughening of solgel coating films. More specifically, cell-like
BénardMarangoni convection occurs in the coating layer on the
substrate during solvent evaporation. The surface patterns are
then fixed by gelation, generating uneven film thickness. Birnie
et al. investigated the formation mechanism of coating thickness
defects on solgel-derived spin-coating films. The authors
showed that striation defects resulted from BénardMarangoni
convection induced by solvent evaporation during spin-coat-
ing.17)20) Kozuka et al. also studied radiative striations on sol
gel-derived spin-coating films. Cell-like patterns formed near the
spinning center of the films.30)32) Daniels et al. investigated the
formation of radiative striations for spin-on photoresist layers
prepared from organic polymer solutions. The authors reported
that cell-like BénardMarangoni convection distributes along
radial lines during spin-coating, leading to the development of
radiative striations.33) These results suggested that the shape of
the surface patterns obtained by BénardMarangoni convection
depends on the flow direction of the coating solution on the
substrate during coating.
The evolution of BénardMarangoni convection is also

expected to occur on dip-coating films, whereby cell-like con-
vections would linearly arranged during dip-coating owing to the
unidirectional flow of the solutions on a substrate by gravity that
is opposite to the substrate withdrawal direction. The sponta-
neous formation of such periodic surface patterns is regarded as
a self-organization process that may be useful for preparing
functional metal oxide films. The self-organization of solgel
dip-coated films induced by BénardMarangoni convection is
described in the following section.

3.2 Effect of substrate withdrawal speed on pat-
tern formation induced by Bénard–Marangoni
convection

The effect of the substrate withdrawal speed on the pattern
formation induced by BénardMarangoni convection was studied
on alkoxide-derived titania films.34) Starting solutions of Ti-
(OC3H7

i)4:H2O:HNO3:i-C3H7OH molar composition of 1:2:0.2:60
were prepared and stored at room temperature in a sealed glass
container for 3 h. The solutions served as the coating solutions for
dip-coating. Gel films were deposited on silica glass substrates
(20mm © 40mm © 0.85mm) by dip-coating; the substrates were
withdrawn at varying speeds of 1140 cmmin¹1 using a dip-
coater (MICRODIP MD-0408, SDI, Kyoto, Japan). Following
deposition, the gel films were heated at 600°C for 10min.

Fig. 1. Surface roughness parameters, RZ (10 point height of irregu-
larities) and S (mean spacing of local peaks of the profile), and the
definition of film thickness.

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of BénardMarangoni convection.
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Transparent, crack-free titania films were obtained irrespective
of the substrate withdrawal speed. The film thickness increased
from ca. 30 to ca. 140 nm with increasing substrate withdrawal
speeds. Smooth surfaces were obtained at low substrate with-
drawal speeds of 130 cmmin¹1 [Fig. 3(a)]. In contrast, linear
striations parallel to the substrate withdrawal direction formed on
the surface of the films prepared at higher varying speeds of 70
140 cmmin¹1 [Fig. 3(b)]. Increases in the substrate withdrawal
speed led to increases in the height and spacing of the striations
(Fig. 4). The height was reduced by heating the gel films at
600°C [Fig. 4(a)]. In contrast, the spacing remained mostly
unchanged following heat treatment [Fig. 4(b)].
The linearly arranged striations obtained on the solgel dip-

coating films may be due to the arrangement and connection of
BénardMarangoni convective flows along the flow direction of
the coating layer. As reported in Section 3.1, striations form via
the connection of cell-like Bénard-Marangoni convective flows
along the flow direction of the coating layer on the substrate

during coating.33) During dip-coating, Bénard-Marangoni con-
vection occurring in the coating layer unidirectionally flows
by gravity in a direction opposite to the substrate withdrawal
direction, thereby resulting in the formation of linearly arranged
striations.
In the present case, linear striations appeared with increasing

substrate withdrawal speeds for dip-coating; and the pattern
formation was accompanied with increases in the film thickness.
As shown in Eqs. (1) and (2), Ma, which is a measure of occur-
rence tendency of convection, increased with increasing thick-
nesses of the coating layer. Thus, increases in the film thickness
with increasing substrate withdrawal speeds would generate
greater Ma values, thereby resulting in the formation of linear
striations. Moreover, the height and spacing of striations
increased with increasing substrate withdrawal speeds. Bénard
Marangoni convection as the source of striation formation is
expected to become larger in thicker fluid layer.30),31) Thus,
increases in the film thickness could lead to the formation of
larger striations.

3.3 Effect of viscosity of coating solution on
pattern formation induced by Bénard–
Marangoni convection

The pattern formation induced by BénardMarangoni convec-
tion is also influenced by the viscosity of the coating solutions. In
this section, the effect of the viscosity of the coating solution on
the surface pattern of solgel dip-coating films is discussed.34)

The viscosity of the coating solution was controlled by the
addition of poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP). Starting solutions of
molar compositions, Ti(OC3H7

i)4:H2O:HNO3:i-C3H7OH:PVP =
1:2:0.2:60:x (x = 00.7), were prepared and stored at room
temperature in a sealed glass container for 3 h, and served as
the coating solutions for dip-coating. Gel films were deposited
on silica glass substrates (20mm © 40mm © 0.85mm) by dip-
coating. The substrates were withdrawn at 70 cmmin¹1 using a
dip-coater (MICRODIP MD-0408, SDI, Kyoto, Japan). Follow-
ing deposition, the gel films were heated at 600°C for 10min to
obtain titania films.
The viscosity of the coating solution increased from 2.81 to

41.1mPa with increasing PVP contents (x). Transparent, crack-
free titania films were obtained for all studied solutions with
x = 00.7. Increase in the solution viscosity led to increased film
thicknesses from ca. 80 to ca. 300 nm. Linear striations were
observed for the titania films prepared in the absence of PVP

Fig. 3. Optical images of titania films prepared at different substrate
withdrawal speeds of (a) 10 and (b) 70 cmmin¹1. Reproduced with
permission from Ref. 34. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.

Fig. 4. Dependence of the (a) height and (b) spacing on the substrate withdrawal speed for titania gel and heat-treated films
prepared at varying substrate withdrawal speeds of 1140 cmmin¹1. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 34. Copyright 2010
American Chemical Society.
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(x = 0) [Fig. 3(b)]. In contrast, cell-like patterns appeared on the
surface of the films prepared in the presence of PVP (x = 0.1
0.7), and the cells linearly arranged parallel to the substrate
withdrawal direction (Fig. 5). Increases in the PVP content led to
increases in the height and width of the cell-like patterns (Fig. 6).
The height of the striations decreased upon heat treatment at
600°C [Fig. 6(a)], whereas the spacing remained unchanged
[Fig. 6(b)].
The pattern changed from linear striations to linearly arranged

cells with increasing coating solution viscosities (Fig. 6). The
higher solution viscosity could suppress the connection of cell-
like convections, thereby resulting in the linear arrangement
of cells instead of striations. Furthermore, the higher solution
viscosity resulted in the formation of larger cell-like patterns that
could be attributed to the larger film thickness provided by the
higher viscosity.

3.4 Effect of coating temperature on pattern
formation induced by Bénard–Marangoni
convection

The coating temperature i.e., the temperature of the substrate,
solution, or atmosphere is expected to influence Bénard
Marangoni convection induced by solvent evaporation. The
effect of the coating temperature was studied on silicaPVP
hybrid films.35) Starting solutions of Si(OCH3)4:H2O:HNO3:
CH3OCH2CH2OH:PVP molar composition of 1:2:0.01:14.8:0.7
were prepared and stored at room temperature in a sealed glass
container for 30min, and served as the coating solutions for dip-

coating. SilicaPVP films were deposited on Si(100) substrates
(20mm © 40mm © 0.85mm) by dip-coating at a substrate with-
drawal speed of 50 cmmin¹1 using a dip-coater (PORTABLE
DIP COATER DT-0001, SDI, Kyoto, Japan) in a thermostatic
oven at varying temperatures of 25100°C. The solution and sub-
strate were heated at the prescribed temperature for 30min before
dip coating. Following deposition, the thin films were maintained
at the coating temperature (25100°C) for 3min in the thermo-
static oven and then at room temperature for 24 h in air.
Transparent, crack-free silicaPVP hybrid films were ob-

tained under the conditions studied. The film thickness increased
from ca. 2.7 to ca. 7.1¯m with increasing coating temperatures.
Smooth surfaces were observed for the films prepared at 25°C. In
contrast, linearly arranged cell-like patterns of 100200¯m in
width formed on the surface of the films prepared at temperatures
above 40°C [Fig. 7(a)]. The three-dimensional surface profiles
of the films show that the center of the cells was depressed
[Fig. 7(b)]. The height of the cells drastically increased with
increasing coating temperatures from 25 to 40°C, and remained
mostly unchanged at temperatures above 40°C [Fig. 8(a)].
Conversely, the width of the patterns decreased with increasing
coating temperatures [Fig. 8(b)].
The decrease in the width of the cell-like patterns with increas-

ing coating temperatures [Fig. 8(b)] could be due to the onset
of BénardMarangoni convection. Higher coating temperatures
promote the development of BénardMarangoni convection that
would result in increases in the number of the convections per
unit volume, thus leading to the formation of narrower surface
patterns. Conversely, the constant height of the patterns obtained
at temperatures above 40°C [Fig. 8(a)] can be explained as
follows. Typically, the onset of Bénard-Marangoni convection at
higher temperatures promotes local surface elevation via con-
vective flows that leads to increases in the height of the surface
patterns. However, in the case of solgel films, the higher tem-
peratures also lead to faster gelation of the coating layer owing
to the higher evaporation rates. Hence, the faster gelation can
rapidly fix the surface patterns on the coating layer, thereby
suppressing further surface elevation.

4. Spontaneous pattern formation
during low-speed dip-coating

4.1 Preparation of sol–gel films by low-speed
dip-coating

Dip-coating is widely accepted as a typical deposition method
for the preparation of amorphous gel films on a substrate,

Fig. 5. Optical image of the titania film prepared from coating solution
with x = 0.3 at a substrate withdrawal speed of 70 cmmin¹1. Reproduced
with permission from Ref. 34. Copyright 2010 American Chemical
Society.

Fig. 6. Dependence of the (a) height and (b) spacing on the PVP/Ti(OC3H7
i)4 mole ratio of the coating solution for the titania

gel and heat-treated films prepared at a substrate withdrawal speed of 70 cmmin¹1. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 34.
Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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whereby the substrate is dipped into the coating solution and then
vertically withdrawn at constant speeds. The thickness of dip-
coating films is determined by the equilibrium between the
adhesion of the coating solution on the substrate and the gravity-
induced viscous drag. Typically, the thickness of dip-coating
films increases with increasing substrate withdrawal speeds.36)

However, Grosso et al. demonstrated that the thickness of solgel
dip-coating films prepared using considerably low substrate
withdrawal speeds below 0.01mms¹1 (0.06 cmmin¹1) increases
with decreasing substrate withdrawal speeds that is due to the
onset of capillary flow of the coating solution induced by solvent
evaporation at the meniscus.21),22) During dip-coating at such low
substrate withdrawal speeds, the solvents evaporate from the
meniscus, after which the coating solution raises to the edge
of the meniscus by capillary forces. Consequently, the edge of
the coating solution is pinned to the substrate, and thus the
downward flow of the solution by gravity is suppressed, leading
to the formation of thicker films. Such a pining phenomenon of
solutions owing to capillary flows is often observed at the edge
of droplets of colloidal suspensions where solvent evaporation
occurs, and is commonly known as the coffee-ring effect.37),38)

The capillary flow of the coating solution during low-speed dip-
coating has not been thoroughly discussed. We can thus expect
that such a unique self-organization can take place under such
extreme conditions.
Recently, we reported the preparation of alkoxide-derived dip-

coating films by low-speed dip-coating at speeds below 1.0
cmmin¹1. Linear stripe patterns arranged perpendicular to the
substrate withdrawal direction formed spontaneously on the

surface of the films.39)41) Such a spontaneous pattern formation
during low-speed dip-coating presents a novel fabrication process
for the fabrication of highly ordered patterns in thin film mate-
rials. Such surface structures thus obtained hold great promise
for application in optical devices such as diffraction gratings
and microlens arrays. In the following section, the spontaneous
pattern formation on solgel films prepared by low-speed dip-
coating is described.

4.2 Effect of substrate withdrawal speed on pat-
tern formation during low-speed dip-coating

The effect of the substrate withdrawal speed on the pattern
formation during low-speed dip-coating was studied on alkoxide-
derived silicaPVP hybrid films.39) Starting solutions of
Si(OCH3)4:H2O:HNO3:C2H5OH:PVP molar composition of
1:2:0.01:20:0.5 were prepared and stored at room temperature
in a sealed glass container for 30min, and served as the coating
solutions for dip-coating. Gel films were deposited on silica glass
substrates (20mm © 40mm © 0.85mm) by dip-coating; the sub-
strates were withdrawn at varying speeds of 0.0201.0 cmmin¹1

using a dip-coater (MICRODIP MD-0408, SDI, Kyoto, Japan).
Following deposition, the gel films were kept at room temper-
ature for 30min.
Transparent, crack-free silicaPVP hybrid films were obtained

irrespective of the substrate withdrawal speed. The film thickness
increased from ca. 0.85 to ca. 8.0¯m with decreasing substrate
withdrawal speeds. The film prepared using a substrate with-
drawal speed of 1.0 cmmin¹1 featured a smooth surface with
inhomogeneities, as inferred by the interference color pattern

Fig. 7. (a) Optical image and (b) three-dimensional surface profile of the silicaPVP hybrid film prepared at a substrate
withdrawal speed of 50 cmmin¹1 in a thermostatic oven at 100°C. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 35. Copyright 2012
American Chemical Society.

Fig. 8. Dependence of the (a) height and (b) spacing on the coating temperature for the silicaPVP hybrid films prepared at a
substrate withdrawal speed of 50 cmmin¹1 in a thermostatic oven at varying temperatures of 25100°C. Reproduced with
permission from Ref. 35. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
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[Figs. 9(a) and 9(b)]. In contrast, stripe patterns perpendicular to
the substrate withdrawal direction formed on the surface of the
films prepared at varying speeds of 0.0200.30 cmmin¹1. Such a
pattern formation was also confirmed by the wavy pattern in the
transverse profile [Figs. 9(c) and 9(d)]. Decrease in the substrate
withdrawal speed led to increases in the height and spacing of the
stripe patterns (Fig. 10).
The formation of linear stripe patterns at low substrate

withdrawal speeds could be caused by the stick-slip motion
owing to the onset of capillary flow of the coating solution. As
mentioned in Section 4.1., during low-speed dip-coating, solvents
evaporate from the meniscus, and then the coating solution raises
to the edge of the meniscus by capillary forces, resulting in
the pinning of the solution to the substrate. Such a pinning
phenomenon owing to capillary flow often leads to the formation
of periodic patterns through successive pinning of the viscous
solution at its edge, and is termed stick-slip motion.14),42)51) The
pattern formation mechanism induced by stick-slip motion is
schematically shown in Fig. 11. First, gelation of the coating
solution locally proceeds at the edge of the meniscus owing to
solvent evaporation. Then, the coating solution is continuously
supplied to the edge of the meniscus by capillary forces during
solvent evaporation. Consequently, the thickness of the coating

layer locally increases at the edge of the meniscus, leading to the
formation of a convex gel part. The convex part is continuously
raised upon substrate withdrawal, and progressively separates
from the meniscus. As a result, the edge of the coating solution
moves downward similarly to a receding tide until the next pining
occurs by capillary flow. The linear stripe patterns perpendicular
to the withdrawal direction can thus form through successive
pining of the coating solution at the edge of the meniscus and
formation of the convex parts owing to the gelation of the
solution.39)

The height and spacing of the linear patterns increased with
decreasing withdrawal speeds (Fig. 10). At low substrate with-
drawal speeds, the gelled part at the edge of the meniscus is
maintained near the surface of the coating solution for a long
time. As a result, it is continuously in contact with sufficient
amounts of solution through capillary flow, thereby resulting in
increases in the size of the patterns.

4.3 Effect of coating temperature on pattern
formation during low-speed dip-coating

The spontaneous pattern formation induced by the capillary
flow of solutions triggered by solvent evaporation is expected
to be significantly influenced by the coating temperature (i.e.,
the temperature of the substrate, solution, or atmosphere). The
effect of the coating temperature was studied on silicaPVP
hybrid films.41) Starting solutions of Si(OCH3)4:H2O:HNO3:
CH3OCH2CH2OH:PVP molar composition of 1:2:0.01:14.8:0.5
were prepared and stored at room temperature in a sealed glass
container for 30min, and served as the coating solutions for dip-
coating. SilicaPVP films were deposited on Si(100) substrates
(20mm © 40mm © 0.85mm) by dip-coating at a substrate with-

Fig. 9. Optical images and corresponding transverse profiles of the
silicaPVP hybrid films prepared at substrate withdrawal speeds of (a, b)
1.0 and (c, d) 0.050 cmmin¹1. Reproduced from Ref. 39 with permission
from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 10. Dependence of the (a) height and (b) spacing on the substrate withdrawal speed for the silicaPVP hybrid films
prepared at varying substrate withdrawal speeds of 0.0201.0 cmmin¹1. Reproduced from Ref. 39 with permission from The
Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 11. Schematic illustration of the pattern formation induced by
stick-slip motion. Reproduced from Ref. 39 with permission from The
Royal Society of Chemistry.
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drawal speed of 0.05 cmmin¹1 using a dip-coater (PORTABLE
DIP COATER DT-0001, SDI, Kyoto, Japan) in a thermostatic
oven at varying temperatures of 2570°C. The solutions and
substrates were heated at the prescribed temperature for 30min
before the dip-coating process. After deposition, the thin films
were kept at room temperature for 24 h in ambient atmosphere.
Transparent, crack-free silicaPVP hybrid films were obtained

irrespective of the coating temperature. Increases in the coating
temperatures resulted in increases in the film thickness from
ca. 0.36 to ca. 11¯m. The films prepared at 25°C featured a
smooth surface with inhomogeneities, as inferred from the inter-
ference color pattern. In contrast, stripe patterns of 300500¯m
in spacing, arranged perpendicular to the substrate withdrawal
direction, formed at temperatures above 40°C (Fig. 12). The
patterns became more distinct with increasing coating temper-
atures. Increase in the coating temperature led to increases in the
height and spacing of the stripe patterns (Fig. 13).
As described in section 4.2., the spontaneous pattern formation

during low-speed dip-coating is attributed to the evaporation-
induced capillary flow at the edge of the meniscus. Thus, the
rapid solvent evaporation at higher coating temperatures is
thought to activate the capillary flow of the coating solution
toward the edge of the meniscus, resulting in increases in the
height and width of the patterns.

5. Concluding remarks

In this review, evaporation-driven self-organization of solgel
dip-coating films is demonstrated. Convective flows of the coat-

ing layer are triggered by solvent evaporation, resulting in the
formation of periodic patterns on the surface of the final gel films.
Spontaneous pattern formation induced by BénardMarangoni
convection occurred upon increase in the substrate withdrawal
speeds and coating temperatures. Linear striations and cell-like
patterns formed along the flow direction of the coating solu-
tion during dip-coating. In contrast, evaporation-driven capillary
flow of the coating solution occurred at the meniscus during
low-speed dip-coating, generating periodic stripe patterns
arranged perpendicular to the substrate withdrawal direction.
Such evaporation-driven self-organization process would be
useful for the fabrication of highly ordered patterns in inorganic
and organicinorganic thin films.
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